Managing and monitoring activity of your Rytec High Performance Door - remotely - has never been more convenient. With Rytec Connect™ monitor status, receive preventive alerts and view live maps of all connected doors. Multiple users can simultaneously access and monitor all or a defined set of door activity. Stay alert to unexpected issues and increase plant productivity system-wide.

Ideal for large or small warehousing, production, cold storage and automotive environments.

24/7 Monitoring
- Monitor usage continually or by set schedule
- Each door can be configured independently
- Energy tracking when the door is active
- Security when doors are active or open

Features
- Customizable inputs and outputs
- Maintenance and service reminders
- Real-time monitor via app or online
- Multiple user access
- History logging and reporting
- Multiple location monitoring
- Activate SMS text message for notifications of problems
- Control door from anywhere via remote access
- Easy user activation and removal

Benefits
- Rytec Technical Support able to monitor the door remotely in real time on service calls
- Proactively initiate preventive maintenance and service schedules
- Map multiple doors to easily set routes and priorities

Real-Time Monitoring with Cloud-Based Technology
**Open or Close Door From Anywhere**
- Allow deliveries by remotely opening and closing door using text via cellphone or the cloud
- If a door is left open, get an alert and close it remotely
- System 4® safety features override remote access to prevent any potential harm

**Live Door Cycle Counter**
- Enable user to be proactive on preventive maintenance and service cycles
- Calculation period for next estimated service based on active cycle counting
- Service reminder messages

**User Interface Example**

**User Controls**
- Yearly time switch and holiday pre-sets
- Password protected user access for the cloud
- Easy to add and delete users
- Control levels of access on what users can and cannot do via the cloud
- Limit access times via a timestamp program
- Up to 1000 users per device

**Reporting**
- Status Log and Live Log tracking of inputs and outputs
- Track how often and for how long the door is open
- Save and exportable log capability

**Map View**
Access to a live map of all doors throughout the country that are connected to the cloud account. Color code and prioritize by ranking for service needs or by activity.

*Monthly subscription required. Normal Text and data rates apply.*